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Laura and Austra experiance in Austria



Most of our time we spent in the 
forest doing forestry work like 
from planting trees to cutting 
them.



We also had an experiance 
seeing views whitch arent 
available in Latvia.



We gained some experiance by 
working hard and we learned 
new techniques.



We had a chance to see theire 
approach to wood use.



Daniela experiance in Austria



In autria i learned a lot of stuff 
about cutting trees.



I had a chance to work with 
experianced people who have 
worked in the industry for 
several years.



I got to know theire machinery and 
theire wood products.



Nikolasa experiance in Austria



Going to Austria gave me new 
experiance and a glimpse in theire 
technology



I also had to help them in the barn.
From feeding the cows to taking care 
of goats.



I had a chance to plant trees drive 
tractors and cut trees in the mountains.



Emīla experiance in Austria



In the first week i worked in a 
forest and cut bushes.



In the weekends they took me 
sight seeing mountains.



Then the next weeks i worked in my 
bosses house. I helped removed stuff 
and get it ready for renovation.






For few days i cut some trees and 
cleaned around the property.



I was with a practicant from 
Lithuania and we talked english 
all the time.



Every weekend they showed us something 
interesting.
We also were fixing the fence for the 
horses.



Living for me there was 
decent because the beds 
were comfortable and the 
bathroom modern.



Thank you for your attention!
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